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First Things First: The Dynamics of
local jobs creation in the USA Today.

■ Only local interests, operating in concert,
can create new jobs. New jobs will have long-
term affects on residents and their community.
Successfully initiating long-term affects on a
community requires the participation,
acquiescence and support of the residents of
that community.

“Local” by definition is the area within a K-12
school district. A K-12 school district is the
smallest political entity in which residents share a
common denominator that creates a sense of
community, and where residents can control the
affect of local government on their lives and
property, while moderating the impact of
Regional and State agencies on their community.

Students in K-12 districts share similar
physiological capabilities, regardless of socio-
economic backgrounds; however, nurturing/
schooling can produce dramatic differences in
academic aptitude and workforce potential.
A K-12 school district can actually control the
quality of life within its school district
boundaries.

Each K-12 school district reflects the local values,
expectations and aspirations of the residents of
that community, which in turn determine the
quality of jobs created in that community. Job
quality dictates wages and salaries, making local
students’ schooling experience an exercise in
self-fulling prophesy — The better the schooling,
the better the jobs.

Ineffective K-12 schooling prepares graduates for
minimum wage jobs in hospitality, food service
and health care. The industries that support

these jobs are “Tourism” and “Retirement
Communities”. Since both of these industries are
based on weather, they tend to exist side-by-
side. Both of these industries offer minimum
wages that build low average household-income
and low home-value communities. There is
limited opportunity for economic development
or job growth in these communities. Unless —

■ When the leadership of a tourism-based
community makes a concerted effort to upgrade
its residential amenities in order to extend the
tourist experience to a new resident workforce —
then, tourism-based communities can have a
considerable advantage over competing com-
munities when recruiting new businesses and
new jobs that will raise the community’s average
household income.

■ Average household income controls a
community’s job market by dictating aggregate
disposable income. Average household income
dictates the number of jobs in a community. The
sources of those jobs dictates the wages and
salaries of the jobs generated. The location of the
consumption of the services or products,
generated by those jobs, dictates home value in
the community.

Increasing average household income in a
community will create more jobs, new jobs and
more job options. However, increasing
household income requires inviting new
businesses into the community that pay higher
wages and salaries because they require higher
skill sets than do the community’s existing
businesses. Higher skill sets require more

effective schooling for local residents or incoming
new residents. Raising average household income
in a community raises the specter of “change”.

The prospect of “Change” sparks immediate
opposition to that change, regardless of the
benefits of “Change” to that community’s quality
of life or future. American schooling has taught
Americans to be afraid of “change”.

To successfully initiate “change”, local residents
have to be given a tangible, measurable “Quid
Pro Quo” that will assuage their fears by
increasing their control over their quality of life
and financial future. A suitable Quid Pro Quo for
“Change” is available.

■ Residents of a community share one common
interest that supersedes all others — taxes. Taxes
are more important to residents than jobs. Taxes
are now. Jobs are tomorrow. To unite a
community behind a project, that project should
offer residents tax advantages.

The Quid Pro Quo offered in exchange for
“change”, that offers the best chance to get
residents to support “change” that will come
from creating jobs, is Fair Value Community Tax
Policies that are enforceable under the U.S.
Constitution and generates a community ROI.

Initiating local job creation starts by installing a
sTemPREP Special Unit at the local high school.
The sTemPREP Special Unit guarantees a
minimum tech-trainable workforce of 120-
prospective employees for local Tech-sTem-driven
businesses and companies. That’s were the jobs-
with-a-future are.

www.MagnetCommunities.com


